
Exam Discrete Math
23 January 2023, 15'00-17 00

» It is absolutely not allowed to use calculators, phones, computers, books, rrotes, tire help of 
others or any other aids

• Make sure to clearly and precisely state any results from the lecture notes you are using

• As usual, when using (exponential) generating functions you can ignoie issues to do with 
the radius of convergence etc

• Write the answer to each question on a sep'arate sheet, with your name and student 
number on each sheet This is worth 10 points (out of a total of 100)

Exercise 1 (20 pts).
Let an satisfy the recursion an — 4an-i + 4an_2 = n for n > 2 and initial conditions aq = ai = 1 
Determine an (explicit, closed form) expression for an

Exercise 2 (20 pts).
Apply Kruskal’s algorithm to find a minimum spanning tree m the following edge-weighted graph

Make sure to clearly indicate, for each step of the algorithm, what actions are taken by the 
algorithm

(see next page)



Exercise 3 (20 pts)
Let ii, , In C ll be open mteivals ot length one, and let G be then mtexsection giaph That is 
V{G) — [n] and ij £ -B(G) iff 7, fl Jj ^ 0 (Such a giaph is called a umt interval graph)
Show that x(G) = oj(G)
{Hint considei “gieedy” colouring liom left to light )

Exercise 4 (a:6,b:5,c:5,d:5,e:5,f:5 pts).
Recall that the Stilling numbeis of the second kind, denoted u,hi in the lectmc notes, count the 
numbei of unoideied partitions of [n] into precisely k non-empty paits

a) Let (a,i)„>o be a sequence of leal numbeis and let (6„)„>o be defined via

n
K =YLU"^ (Vn > 0)

L=0

Show that the EGFs A, B of these sequences satisfy the relation

B{z) = A(ez — 1)

(Hint You may wish to fust lecall, oi deuve from scratch, the expression foi the EGF Ui 
of the sequence {uUii)n>o given m the lectures, and then see if you can lewnte the LHS or 
RHS )

Recall that a cycle m a permutation tt of [n] is a set of distinct elements *x, ,im £ [n] such 
that 7r(ii) = 12, ,7r(*„,„i) = i,„,ir(im) = ii The Stirling numbeis of the first kind
count the number of permutations of [n] with precisely k cycles While it is debatable whether 
a "permutation of the empty set” makes any sense, we find it convenient to set so,o = 1 and 
■so,A- = 0 for all A: > 1

b) Show that sn>A satsifies the following recursion for n, k > 1

sn,k = + (n — 1) sn~iti

{Hint either 7r(n) = n or not)

c) Show that

&(*) =
JJ In

1-z

for all A; > 0

{Hint, as a first step you could use the previous part to derive the differential equations 
(1 -z) S'k = 4-i for k > 1.)

d) As you might have already observed, we have the identity

E&w = ~

Give a “combmatonal” explanation for tins identity in teims of numbeis of permutations

(see next page)



e) Show that if (an),i>o is some sequence and (&„)„>o is given by

h

then the EGFs A, B satisfy the identity

B(z) = A0a(l + z)).

{Hmt as an mteimcdiate step you might want to doteimine the EGF of the numbeis 
(—l)71-*' s1lth, which aie sometimes called the signed Stilling numbeis of the fust kind )

f) Now deduce the following statement, known as “Stilling inveision” if (a„)„>o and (b71)„>o 
aie such that

K = ai
l

then

an = S))>k bk
k

(The end)


